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We are not speaking on behalf of 
AB InBev, and all thoughts and 
statements are our own.

Disclaimer 



Running Mimikatz doesn’t
make you an adversary.



Ohad Zaidenberg
ⅴ Intelligence person
ⅴ $dayjob: Threat Intelligence Strategic Leader at ABInbev
ⅴ $personalproject: 

○ CTI League co-founder and executive director
○ Cognitive security researcher

ⅴ Until August 2021 – Iran researcher for 9 years
○ Lead Cyber Intelligence researcher at ClearSky Cyber Security 
○ 8200 Persian analyst and commander

ⅴ Let’s talk on Twitter (@ohad_mz) / Linkedin



C:\ net user xFreed0m
ⅴ Head of Offensive Services 
ⅴ BSidesTLV core team 
ⅴ TraceLabs Team
ⅴ Bunch of certs on the home fridge
ⅴ Betheadversary.com 
ⅴ LinkedIn\GitHub\Twitter…..



Bad news

↠ Your red team (operations) aren’t 
relevant

↠ Paying red team rates for a 
pentest

↠ Nobody cares about the tools



Current RTOs miss the point

↦ Let’s shame the Blue find 
detection gaps

↦ We got l33t EDR bypasses 
↦ It’s about the destination, not the 

journey



External teams struggle

↝ Same trick works on all 
clients technology

↝ Any TI feeder?
↝ Focus on how to hack 

stuff, not much on why



Internal teams struggle

↝ Same trick works on all 
networks technology

↝ Who is the TI feeder? 
○ What the vendors 

care about?
↝ Focus on how to hack 

stuff, not much on why



Why change?



Yes!

🔺 We have guidelines 
to follow

🔺 Value\Impact 
increase

🔺 One of the things 
that differentiate a 
red team

No!

🔽 We have guidelines 
to follow

🔽 “Red team doesn’t 
have a scope”

🔽 We need to think
🔽 RTO gets more 

expensive



What we want to improve

🀄We should care about what 
they care, the business.

🀄 Every vector can be simulated 
or whitecarded.

🀄When we win, we fail.
🀄We need TI.



How can we improve?

Introducing Threat Intelligence!



What is TI - Role

Cyber Threat Intelligence is the key to become pro-active defender / attacker

The core intelligence function exists to strengthen every other security team



How you do TI - The Intelligence ‘Cycle’

Planning 
and 

Direction

Preparation 
and 

Collection

Processing 
and 

Exploitation

Analysis and 
Production

Disseminatio
n and 

Integration

Evaluation 
and 

Feedback



How you do TI - The Intelligence ‘Cycle’



What is TI – It’s not all about the research

● Key factors:
○ PIRs – Prioritized Intelligence Requirements
○ Three Level of Intelligence
○ Actionable Intelligence – we are not journalists! 



How you do TI – Identify your PIRs

Operational Environment

Mission

Endpoint Time-Phase

Four Main 
Questions

Level



How you do TI – Identify your PIRs



How you do TI - Three Level of Intelligence

Strategic

Operational

Tactical

Who and Why

How and Where

What

High Level Executive
and Management

Security Managers
Network Defender

SOC



How you do TI - Three Level of Intelligence

Strategic

Operational

Tactical

Assessments
Attribution

Threat Modeling

TTPs
Capabilities

IOCs
Early warning

Strategic Reports
Business Focus
Neutralization

Flash Reports
Supporting

IOCs blocking
Prevention



How you do TI - Three Level of Intelligence

Strategic

Operational

Tactical

Assessments
Attribution

Threat Modeling

TTPs
Capabilities

IOCs
Early warning

Strategic Reports
Business Focus
Neutralization

Flash Reports
Supporting

IOCs blocking
Prevention



Threat Intelligence Artifacts – Pyramid of Pain



Who’s in charge?

● Vendors?
● Internal teams?
● Leo enforcement organizations?
● Product related intelligence?



So how to intelligize the RTO?

♖ Learn, Read, Ask
○ Why they do it (the bad guys)?
○ How they think?

♖ Throw the tools, embrace the 
techniques & mindset

♖ PLAN. PLAN. PLAN. - and be able 
to explain the plan.



RT need to pull TI, not push

➵ The team should ask for the 
content, not decide it

➵ Be able to answer the “Why 
you did it like that”



Let’s RFI

Something has happened… But what?

RFI stands for Request for Information

Key factors:

● Request Description

● Request Endpoint

● Required Level of Intelligence



Critical reading (reports)

Intelligence is not marketing

Intelligence can be a component of marketing

With critical thinking, we can find actionable Intelligence



Create an arena for the RTO

First thing first – what is the endpoint? What is the PIR?

Connect to the business risks, not only technological 

Focus on operational and strategic level of intelligence

Tools is not a T in TTP!

Opposite pyramid of pain



Create an arena for the RTO

Re
se
ar
ch RTO



Mindset is the king and focus

⤧ What are you looking for, and 
why?

⤧ How do you “erase” existing 
familiarity?

⤧ What your the adversary 
KPIs\OKRs?





Nobody (should) care about tools

💀 Leadership doesn’t know tools
💀 Tools doesn’t matter 
💀 Do you have their exact tools?
💀 Is that how they can or how they do it?

○ https://www.redteamjournal.com/blog/fast-roping-acrobats

https://www.redteamjournal.com/blog/fast-roping-acrobats


It’s a puzzle - if the piece doesn’t fit, it shouldn’t be there

🧩 We failed? We won.
🧩 It’s about the journey, not 

the destination
🧩 Be the adversary they 

need, not the one you 
want*

🧩 You are measured by your 
value - not your exploits



Takeaways 

THANK YOU!

Don’t go for sexy and cool - go for what’s required

Why they do it - not only how

‘Smart’ Intelligence - it’s not about findings only, make it actionable

*Pictures used are by unsplash.com & redteamblog.net  


